End Drive Units - Introduction
Technical specifications
Maximal speed................................... 40 m/min
Number of teeth on sprocket wheel ... 16

Belt tensioner unit
A belt tensioner unit should always be placed near the
End drive unit and its use is recommended:
- for long conveyors >20 meters
- for long conveyors >15 m and a speed of >30 m/min
- for conveyors with frequent starts/stops, especially if the
load is high

End drive unit

End drive units

- if an End drive unit needs to be placed close to a plain
bend

Size

- if an End drive unit needs to be placed on the lower part
next to a conveyor slope section

Direct drive, no slip
clutch

- for short conveyors where the belt slack length is insufficient to lift the belt for cleaning

Drive unit
types

F, V

Drive unit types
A soft motor start is recommended for use with highspeed and long conveyors. This is because these types
of modular belts are quite heavy, and the free hanging
return belt can begin to oscillate momentarily during
startup.
A grease nipple is included in all flange bearings. The
bearings are initially filled with FDA-approved, foodgrade grease (NSF H1).

Ordering information
End drive units including SEW motors IP 65, can be
ordered with food-grade oil and stainless steel hollow
shafts in the web-based configurator.

Motor specifications
Motors are available for 230/400 V, 50 Hz and 230/460 V
or 330/575 V, 60 Hz. All motors can be connected for
delta or star configuration by means of jumpers.
Variable speed motors are SEW Movimot, 380–500 V.
Note that variable speed motors include a control box
that adds 93 mm to the width of the motor.

Drive units with motors must be specified using the webbased configurator. The configurator provides detailed
information and step-by-step guidance in the specification process. A product code string is generated, containing the specification details. See next page for examples
of code strings.
Drive units without motors can be ordered using the designations in the catalogue.
•

Connecting brackets have to be ordered separately.

•

Slide rail must be ordered separately.

Dimension drawings in catalogue
Note that dimensions relating to drive unit motors depend
on the motor specified during the configuration. In most
cases, the motors shown in the catalogue drawings represent the largest size. If variable speed motors are used,
some dimensions may increase, indicated by dimension
values xxx (V: yyy). V represents the max dimension
using variable speed motor.
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